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Abstract
We present label gradient alignment, a novel algo-
rithm for semi-supervised learning which imputes
labels for the unlabeled data and trains on the
imputed labels. We define a semantically mean-
ingful distance metric on the input space by map-
ping a point (x, y) to the gradient of the model at
(x, y). We then formulate an optimization prob-
lem whose objective is to minimize the distance
between the labeled and the unlabeled data in
this space, and we solve it by gradient descent
on the imputed labels. We evaluate label gradi-
ent alignment using the standardized architecture
introduced by Oliver et al. (2018) and demon-
strate state-of-the-art accuracy in semi-supervised
CIFAR-10 classification.
1. Introduction
In many machine learning applications, obtaining unlabeled
data is easy, but obtaining labeled data is not. Consider
the task of video classification: an ever-growing number of
videos are available for free on the internet, but obtaining
labels for these videos continues to require costly human
input. For this reason, semi-supervised learning (SSL) is an
area of growing interest. SSL seeks to use unlabeled data
together with a small amount of labeled data to produce a
better model than could be obtained from the labeled data
alone.
Many SSL methods depend on the semi-supervised smooth-
ness assumption described in Chapelle et al. (2010):
If two points x1, x2 in a high-density region are close, then
so should be the corresponding outputs y1, y2.
With the rise of deep learning, a central question in SSL is
how to define “close” in a way that allows the model to ex-
ploit its learned representations. Various methods have been
proposed to address this question. Kamnitsas et al. (2018)
and Ha¨usser et al. (2017) learn to map the data into a latent
space such that the dot product metric in the latent space
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is meaningful. The current state-of-the-art methods for
deep semi-supervised image classification are consistency
regularization methods. These methods do not compute
distances between points from the input data. Instead, they
synthesize new training inputs x′ from the original inputs x
such that x and x′ are known to be close in a semantically
meaningful space. Then, they enforce consistency between
the classification of x and x′. Methods for obtaining x′
include data augmentation, as in the Π-Model (Sajjadi et al.,
2016), or adversarial perturbations, as in virtual adversarial
training (Miyato et al., 2018).
In this work, we seek to directly define a semantically mean-
ingful distance metric on the input data. Recognizing the
success of gradient similarity in explaining the influence
of individual training points on a deep image classification
model (Koh & Liang, 2017), and in identifying helpful aux-
iliary tasks in reinforcement learning (Du et al., 2018), we
propose to map points into model parameter space G using
the model’s gradient:
ϕ(x, y) = ∇θ L(θ, x, y) (1)
We use the resulting metric to impute labels for the unla-
beled points, similar to the classic technique of label propa-
gation (Zhu & Ghahramani, 2002). However, since ϕ(x, y)
depends on y, the usual formulation of label propagation
does not work. Instead, we formulate an optimization prob-
lem over the labels yu for the unlabeled data. The optimiza-
tion objective is minimization of the Euclidean distance in
G between the labeled data and the unlabeled data. For
common choices of loss function L(θ, x, y) such as cross
entropy and mean squared error, ϕ(x, y) is linear in y, ren-
dering the resulting optimization problem convex. We solve
this optimization problem simultaneously with training the
model on the unlabeled data. We call this technique label
gradient alignment.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 defines label
gradient alignment (LGA). Section 3 analyzes LGA using
simplified settings and synthetic problems. In Section 4 we
evaluate LGA on standard benchmark datasets. Finally, we
survey related work in Section 5.
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Algorithm 1 Label Gradient Alignment
Input:
Labeled inputs X` ∈ Rn`×m
Labels y` ∈ Rn`×k
Unlabeled inputs Xu ∈ Rnu×m
Hyperparameters αθ, αw ∈ R
Initial model parameters θinit ∈ Rp
Loss function L(θ,X, y)
Label parameterization function f (softmax for classifi-
cation, identity function for regression)
Labeled gradient coefficient schedule T (i)
Output:
Learned model parameters θ
Initialize w = 0 w ∈ Rnu×k
Initialize θ = θinit θ ∈ Rp
for i = 1 to Niterations do
Xmini` , y
mini
` := SAMPLEMINIBATCH(X`, y`)
Xminiu , w
mini := SAMPLEMINIBATCH(Xu, w)
yminiu := f(w
mini)
g` := ∇θ L(θ,Xmini` , ymini` ) g` ∈ Rp
gu := ∇θ L(θ,Xminiu , yminiu ) gu ∈ Rp
gθ := gu + T (i) g` gθ ∈ Rp
gw := ∇w‖EMA(g`)− gu‖2normalized gw ∈ Rnu×k
θ ← ADAMUPDATE(αθ, θ, gθ)
w ← ADAMUPDATE(αw, w, gw)
end for
2. Method
We describe label gradient alignment in Algorithm 1. It
can be explained in English as follows: we simultaneously
impute labels (yu) for the unlabeled data (Xu) and train the
model parameters (θ) to minimize L(θ,Xu, yu) by gradient
descent. The labels yu are parameterized by yu = f(w),
where f(x) = x (for regression) or f(x) = softmax(x) (for
classification). The gradient of the loss on the unlabeled
data (gu) with respect to θ is a function of yu, so we can op-
timize yu using gradient descent to minimize the Euclidean
distance between gu and the gradient from the labeled data
(g`).
We define ‖ · ‖2normalized as follows, where εnorm is a hyperpa-
rameter introduced for numerical stability:
‖v‖2normalized =
p∑
i=1
v2i
εnorm +
√
EMA
(
v4i
) (2)
With this normalization, the metric ‖EMA(g`)−gu‖2normalized
is invariant to the scaling of each parameter θk, assuming
εnorm does not have a significant effect.
In Algorithm 1 and Equation 2, we use EMA(x) to denote
an exponential moving average of the value x. We use
exponential moving averages to decrease the variance of our
estimate of x when x depends on the sampled minibatch.
We treat the exponential moving average as a constant when
computing gradients.
3. Analysis
3.1. Linear Regression
We motivate label gradient alignment by studying it in the
simplest possible setting: a linear regression model. We
make several simplifying modifications to Algorithm 1 so
that it is easier to analyze theoretically:
• We replace Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with gradient
descent.
• We do not use minibatches (that is, we optimize over
the whole dataset on each iteration).
• Since we do not use minibatches, there is no stochas-
ticity in our estimates. So we replace EMA(x) with x
in every place where EMA(x) occurs. (However, we
still treat x as a constant when computing gradients.)
• We ignore the effect of εnorm.
We will also make a strong assumption on the training data,
namely that the matrices X>` X` and X
>
u Xu are diagonal
(whereX` andXu represent the labeled and unlabeled input
data, respectively). This is equivalent to the assumption
that the input features are uncorrelated, and it is necessary
because the normalization in Equation 2 is affected by a
change of basis.
Subject to these simplifying assumptions, we will show
that label gradient alignment is a regularizer causing the
algorithm to favor models aligned with the principal com-
ponents of the unlabeled data. This reveals a connection
with other regularizers, such as early stopping, which favors
the principal components of the labeled data, and the trun-
cated singular value decomposition (Hansen, 1987), which
projects the input data onto the first k principal components
(where k is a hyperparameter).
First, we introduce notation. Suppose we have labeled train-
ing data X ∈ Rn×m, y ∈ Rn, and unlabeled training data
Xu ∈ Rnu×m. The linear regression model, parameter-
ized by θ ∈ Rm, predicts that y = θ>x for x ∈ Rm. The
training loss L(θ) is given by:
L(θ) =
1
2n
‖y −Xθ‖2 (3)
Initializing θ0 = 0 and applying gradient descent with learn-
ing rate α ∈ R, we obtain iterates θ0, θ1, . . . defined by the
recurrence:
θk+1 = θk − α∇L(θk) (4)
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The minimizer of L(θ) is:
θ∗ = (X>X)−1X>y (5)
Let λ1, . . . , λm and q1, . . . , qm be eigenvalues and orthog-
onal unit eigenvectors of 1nX
>X . From Equation 5 we
obtain an alternate formula for θ∗:
θ∗ =
1
n
m∑
i=1
1
λi
qiq
>
i X
>y (6)
The iterates θk admit the following closed form (Goh, 2017):
θk =
1
n
m∑
i=1
1− (1− αλi)k
λi
qiq
>
i X
>y (7)
We would like to understand the effect of label gradient
alignment when applied in the linear regression setting. As
we will see, the fixed points of Algorithm 1 are the same
as the fixed points of gradient descent on L(θ,X, y), that
is, label gradient alignment has the same fixed points as the
fully supervised model. For this reason, we study the effect
of label gradient alignment by considering the dynamics
during training.
There is a well-known technique which also depends on
the dynamics during training rather than the fixed point at
convergence: early stopping. Early stopping is a regulariza-
tion technique which uses θk as the trained model, where
k selected by some rule (typically, to minimize validation
error). The term 1−(1−αλi)k in Equation 7 converges to 1
quickly when λi is large. Thus, Equation 7 shows that early
stopping is a spectral regularizer which increases the relative
influence of the terms in Equation 6 corresponding to the
largest eigenvalues of X>X , also known as the principal
components of X .
The principle underlying early stopping can be stated suc-
cinctly as follows: models which are learned quickly gener-
alize better. From Equation 7, we see that this is equivalent
to the following principle: models aligned with the principal
components of the labeled data generalize better. The prin-
cipal components are determined by X: they do not depend
on y. Thus, to the extent that the previous principle holds,
the following principle also holds: models aligned with the
principal components of the unlabeled data generalize bet-
ter. The effect of label gradient alignment, then, is to cause
the model to learn faster in the direction of the principal
components of the unlabeled data. When combined with
early stopping, this causes the selected model to favor these
features.
We will show that label gradient alignment causes the model
to learn the terms in Equation 6 corresponding to the princi-
pal components of Xu more quickly than the other eigen-
vectors of X>u Xu. To permit our simplified analysis, we as-
sume that X>X and X>u Xu are diagonal.
1 In this case, the
eigenvectors q1, . . . , qm are the unit vectors e1, . . . , em. For
clarity we add ` subscripts or superscripts to X , y, and λi to
indicate that they correspond to the labeled data. We denote
the eigenvalues of 1nuX
>
u Xu as λ
u
1 , . . . , λ
u
m (by the assump-
tion thatX>u Xu is diagonal, we have λ
u
i =
1
nu
eie
>
i X
>
u Xu).
We introduce a learned parameter vector yu ∈ Rnu repre-
senting the imputed labels for Xu. The update rule (from
Algorithm 1) is:
g`k = ∇θk
1
2n`
‖y` −X`θk‖2 (8)
guk = ∇θk
1
2nu
‖yu −Xuθk‖2 (9)
θk+1 = θk − αθguk (10)
yuk+1 = y
u
k − αw∇yuk
1
2
‖g`k − guk‖2normalized (11)
Define ck ∈ Rm such that:
θk =
1
n`
m∑
i=1
ck,i
λ`i
eie
>
i X
>
` y` (12)
We desire that ck,i should converge to 1 faster when λui is
large.
Proposition 1. Let i 6= j. Then the value of ck,i does not
depend on λ`j or λ
u
j . (The proof is in the appendix.)
Proposition 1 shows that in this setting, we can understand
the effect of label gradient alignment by considering each
dimension separately. Thus, we study the effect of label
gradient alignment on ck,i by varying λui and λ
`
i . Figure 1
plots ck,i for various values of λui and λ
`
i . Empirically, we
observe faster convergence for larger λui , as desired.
We also see in Figure 1 that each ck,i converges to 1, that
is, label gradient alignment converges to the same fixed
point as fully supervised gradient descent. As the following
propositions will show, the fixed points of label gradient
alignment and the fully supervised algorithm are always the
same when the loss function is convex. Thus, early stopping
is essential when using label gradient alignment with convex
loss functions such as in linear regression.
Proposition 2. Let (θ∗, w∗) be a fixed point of Algo-
rithm 1, and suppose that ‖g` − gu‖2 = 0 is attainable
for some w. Let ∇θ L(θ,Xu, yu) be linear in yu.2 Then
∇θ∗ L(θ∗, X`, y`) = 0.
Proof. Since ‖g` − gu‖2 is convex in yu, and we assumed
that ‖g` − gu‖2 = 0 is attainable, the fact that y∗u is a fixed
1This assumption is necessary because the normalization pro-
cedure defined in Equation 2 is affected by a change of basis.
2 This is satisfied for common loss functions such as cross
entropy and mean squared error.
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Figure 1. Values of ck,i during training for various values of λ`i and λ
u
i . The red lines converge to 1 faster, showing that increasing
either λ`i or λ
u
i causes the model to learn faster in the correponding direction ei. The hyperparameters were αθ = αw = εnorm = 10
−3.
1
n`
X>` y` was kept constant within each plot.
point implies that g` = gu. Then the fact that θ∗ is a fixed
point implies gu = 0.
The following proposition is a corollary of Proposition 2.
Proposition 3. Let L(θ,X`, y`) be convex in θ. Then if
(θ∗, y∗) is a fixed point of Algorithm 1, θ∗ is the global
minimum of L(θ,X`, y`). That is, the unique fixed point is
the same as that of the fully supervised algorithm.
This proposition is why throughout Section 3, we seek to un-
derstand label gradient alignment by its intermediate states
and its updates, rather than the model parameters at conver-
gence.
3.2. A Nonlinear Example
In the previous subsection, we gave an explanation for why
label gradient alignment works in simplified setting: it uses
the unlabeled data to estimate the principal components.
One naturally wonders: to what extent does this intuition
apply to the nonlinear setting? In this subsection, we seek
to answer this question through experiments on a synthetic
dataset.
First, we define the metric that we will measure. We note
that in the linear regression setting, the principal components
are the same as the principal eigenvectors of the Hessian
∇2θL(θ) = X>X . Motivated by this fact, we define the
alignment of an update to be its cosine similarity with the
principal eigenvector of the Hessian ∇2L(θ,Xt, yt), where
Xt and yt denote the test inputs and labels respectively. That
is, if ∇θ is the update to the model parameters θ and q1 is
the principal eigenvector of ∇2L(θ, xt, yt), the alignment
Figure 2. The synthetic dataset with d = 2 and n = 2500. Experi-
ments use d = 50 and n = 5000. The color of a point indicates
its class label.
is:
alignment(∇θ) = |q
>
1 ∇θ|
‖q1‖‖∇θ‖ (13)
We will see that label gradient alignment increases the align-
ment of the updates.
The experimental setup was as follows. The dataset was
parametrized by d, the dimension, and n, the number of
labeled points. It is pictured in Figure 2 for d = 2. We used
d = 50 and n = 5000. The number of unlabeled points was
5n = 25 000. Each point x was generated by sampling a
vector v ∈ Rd from the unit hypersphere and a class label
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Figure 3. Alignment (defined in Equation 13) of the parameter
updates of each algorithm over the course of training. Shaded
regions indicate standard deviation over 25 trials.
c ∼ Discrete(1, . . . , 5). The magnitude s was generated by:
s ∼ c− 1 +

Unif[0.75, 1] c = 1
Unif[0, 0.25] c = 5
Unif
(
[0, 0.25] ∪ [0.75, 1]) c ∈ {2, 3, 4}
(14)
The point x was then defined as x = vs. This dataset was
constructed so that the optimal decision boundaries would
pass through regions of high density in the input space.
Many semi-supervised learning methods assume that the
decision boundary should avoid such regions; see the semi-
supervised smoothness assumption described in Chapelle
et al. (2010). We demonstrate that label gradient alignment
improves upon the supervised baseline even in this setting.
The model was a 4-layer fully-connected neural network
with 128 hidden units and ReLU activations (Nair & Hinton,
2010). We used Algorithm 1 for the line marked “LGA”
and Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) to train the supervised
model. Both algorithms were trained on n = 5000 labeled
points, and label gradient alignment was given 5n = 25 000
additional unlabeled points.
We compare to the supervised baseline in Figure 4, observ-
ing an improvement in test loss and accuracy by using label
gradient alignment. Figure 3 shows the alignment (defined
in Equation 13) during training. We observe that the align-
ment is larger when using label gradient alignment com-
pared to the supervised baseline. Since models aligned with
the principal components generalize better in the linear re-
gression setting, we conjecture that this increased alignment
is responsible for the improved generalization performance.
4. Evaluation
Oliver et al. (2018) evaluated several semi-supervised learn-
ing (SSL) algorithms using the same model architecture
and experimental procedure. We used their open source
code to evaluate label gradient alignment under the same
conditions. Specifically, we used “WRN-28-2” (Zagoruyko
& Komodakis, 2016), i.e. ResNet (He et al., 2016) with
depth 28 and width 2, including batch normalization (Ioffe
& Szegedy, 2015) and leaky ReLU nonlinearities, trained
with the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014). We used
the same hyperparameter tuning procedure as Oliver et al.
(2018) by tuning our method’s hyperparameters separately
for CIFAR-10 with 4000 labels and SVHN with 1000 labels,
then using the same hyperparameters for all experiments
involving a given dataset.
Our main results are shown in Figures 5-7 and Table 1. La-
bel gradient alignment achieves state-of-the-art accuracy
on CIFAR-10 with 4000 labels (Table 1). We compare our
numbers to those reported in Oliver et al. (2018), rather
than those originally reported in the literature, because this
allows us to use the same architecture and labeled/unlabeled
splits for all comparisons. Oliver et al. (2018) showed that
a fully supervised model with Shake-Shake regularization
(Gastaldi, 2017) is competitive with the best SSL methods
using the WRN-28-2 architecture, highlighting the impor-
tance of comparing SSL techniques using a standardized
architecture. We refer to Oliver et al. (2018) for a compari-
son with the numbers from the published literature. Verma
et al. (2018) use WRN-28-2, but we do not include their
results in Table 1 because they augment the model with
additional regularization such as dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014).
Label gradient alignment consistently achieves better test
loss than other SSL methods (Figures 5-7), even when its
accuracy is lower than other SSL methods (Figure 6). This
indicates that label gradient alignment is better at avoiding
highly confident incorrect predictions, which makes it well-
suited for applications where measuring model uncertainty
is important. Test loss is not reported in Oliver et al. (2018),
so we used our reimplementation of VAT for loss compar-
isons, which we found to achieve similar accuracy to the
implementation of Oliver et al. (2018).
Oliver et al. (2018) found that VAT achieved the best per-
formance of the methods they evaluated, so we evaluate
label gradient alignment combined with VAT. We find that
in many cases, the combination achieves better performance
than either method individually (Figure 5 and Figure 7).
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Figure 4. Test accuracy and loss during training on the synthetic dataset. Shaded regions indicate standard deviation over 25 trials.
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Figure 5. Test error and loss of various methods on CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky et al.) as the amount of labeled data varies. Shaded regions
indicate standard deviation over five trials. X-axis is shown on a logarithmic scale. Accuracies for VAT, Mean Teacher, Π-Model, and
Pseudo Label are taken from Oliver et al. (2018), though we obtain similar numbers for VAT with our own implementation.
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Figure 6. Test error and loss of various methods on SVHN (Netzer et al., 2011) as the amount of labeled data varies. Shaded regions
indicate standard deviation over five trials. X-axis is shown on a logarithmic scale. Accuracies for VAT, Mean Teacher, Π-Model, and
Pseudo Label are taken from Oliver et al. (2018), though we obtain similar numbers for VAT with our own implementation.
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Figure 7. Test error and loss of various methods on Fashion MNIST (Xiao et al., 2017) as the amount of labeled data varies. Shaded
regions indicate standard deviation over five trials. X-axis is shown on a logarithmic scale. Hyperparameters for each method were
transferred from CIFAR-10 and SVHN by trying both sets of hyperparameters and taking the best.
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Table 1. Test error rates of SSL methods on CIFAR-10 and SVHN.
µ± σ indicates mean µ and standard deviation σ over five trials.
Method CIFAR-10 SVHN
4000 labels 1000 labels
LGA (ours) 12.91 ± .15 7.56 ± .19
LGA (ours) + VAT1 12.06 ± .19 6.58 ± .36
VAT1 13.86 ± .27 5.63 ± .20
VAT1 + EntMin2 13.13 ± .39 5.35 ± .19
Π-Model3 16.37 ± .63 7.19 ± .27
Mean Teacher4 15.87 ± .28 5.65 ± .47
Pseudo-Label5 17.78 ± .57 7.62 ± .29
Supervised 20.26 ± .38 12.83 ± .47
1 Miyato et al. (2018)
2 Grandvalet & Bengio (2005)
3 Sajjadi et al. (2016); Laine & Aila (2016)
4 Tarvainen & Valpola (2017)
5 Lee (2013)
5. Related Work
5.1. Graph-Based Methods
Label propagation was first introduced by Zhu & Ghahra-
mani (2002). It operates on a weighted graph whose vertices
are the input points, and whose edge weights represent the
similarity between the points connected by the edge. This
graph can be provided as part of the input, or formed from
unstructured data by creating an edge for each pair of points
whose weight is given by an appropriate similarity metric.
The label propagation algorithm learns labels for each ver-
tex by repeatedly setting each unlabeled point’s label to
the weighted average of its neighbors’ labels. This process
causes the labels, originating from the labeled points, to
diffuse through the graph. It converges to a solution where
each node’s label is the weighted average of its neighbors,
which is appealing because it reflects the semi-supervised
smoothness assumption that close points in high-density
regions should have similar labels.
However, when dealing with complex, unstructured data
such as images, it is difficult to define a similarity met-
ric that reflects meaningful variations in the input space.
Ha¨usser et al. (2017) addressed this issue by learning a net-
work to map the input data into a latent space where the dot
product metric was meaningful. The network was trained
using the objective of cycle-consistency: a random walk in
the latent space beginning at a point in class c should end at
a point in class c. Kamnitsas et al. (2018) also learned latent
space embeddings; their embeddings were learned by using
label propagation within training batches. One attractive
quality of these methods is that the embeddings are trained
to be sensitive to variations in the input x which affect the
output y; that is, they represent information useful for mod-
eling p(y |x), not p(x). Ladder Networks (Rasmus et al.,
2015) were introduced because of this issue, specifically,
that autoencoders are too sensitive to variations in p(x) to
provide a good auxiliary task for semi-supervised learning.
Since our method uses the gradient of a classifier trained to
predict p(y |x), we argue that it, too, discards information
that is relevant to modeling p(x) but irrelevant for modeling
p(y |x).
5.2. Consistency Regularization
The current state-of-the-art methods for semi-supervised
image classification are consistency regularization meth-
ods. Consistency regularization defines a transformation to
the input data that should not affect the classification, then
regularizes the model so that its output is invariant to this
transformation on the unlabeled data. The Π-Model (Saj-
jadi et al., 2016; Laine & Aila, 2016) regularizes the model
to give the same prediction when run twice on the same
point. Weights averaging methods, which include Mean
Teacher (Tarvainen & Valpola, 2017) and fast-SWA (Athi-
waratkun et al., 2019), extend the Π-Model by additionally
using an exponential moving average of the model weights
for the target predictions. Virtual adversarial training (Miy-
ato et al., 2018) uses multiple passes through the network
to compute adversarial perturbations, which approximately
maximize the difference in classification loss subject to an
L2 norm constraint. Consistency regularization techniques
are orthogonal to our goal of obtaining meaningful simi-
larity metrics between points in the training data, and we
find in Section 4 that virtual adversarial training can be
successfully combined with label gradient alignment.
5.3. Gradient Similarity
Recent work has explored the use of gradient similarity as
a way of using a deep model’s latent representations to cre-
ate semantically meaningful metrics. Koh & Liang (2017)
used influence functions to construct adversarial attacks and
determine the influence of individual training points on the
model output. Influence functions generalize the gradient
dot product, and are equivalent in the case that the Hessian
is the identity matrix. Du et al. (2018) used gradient sim-
ilarity to determine which auxiliary tasks are helpful for
learning a task in reinforcement learning, and Dhaliwal &
Shintre (2018) used gradient similarity to detect adversarial
examples.
6. Conclusion
We have presented a novel algorithm for semi-supervised
learning by imputing labels. Through analyzing simple mod-
els and datasets, we gave intuition for why label gradient
alignment works. We evaluated label gradient alignment
on standard benchmark datasets and demonstrated perfor-
Label Gradient Alignment
mance comparable to or exceeding that of state-of-the-art
consistency regularization methods. We consider this a
promising result for semi-supervised learning techniques
that use gradient similarity.
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A. Proof of Proposition 1
Proposition 1. Let i 6= j. Then the value of ck,i does not depend on λ`j or λuj .
Proof. Let b = 1n`X
>
` y`.
g`k =
1
n`
X>` (X`θk − y`) (15)
guk =
1
nu
X>u (Xuθk − yuk ) (16)
‖g` − gu‖2 =
∥∥∥∥ 1nuX>u yuk − 1n`X>` y` +
( 1
n`
X>` X` −
1
nu
X>u Xu
)
θk
∥∥∥∥2 (17)
=
∥∥∥∥ 1nuX>u yuk − b+
( 1
n`
X>` X` −
1
nu
X>u Xu
)
θk
∥∥∥∥2 (18)
=
m∑
i=1
[
e>i
(
1
nu
X>u y
u
k − b+
( 1
n`
X>` X` −
1
nu
X>u Xu
)
θk
)]2
(19)
=
m∑
i=1
[
e>i
(
1
nu
X>u y
u
k − b
)
+ (λ`i − λui )θk,i
]2
(20)
Let ri denote the expression in square brackets in Equation 20. We define StopGradient as a function that returns its
argument but whose derivative is zero everywhere.
‖g` − gu‖2 =
m∑
i=1
r2i (21)
‖g` − gu‖2normalized =
m∑
i=1
r2i
StopGradient(r2i )
(22)
∇yuk
1
2
‖g` − gu‖2normalized =
m∑
i=1
∇yuk ri
ri
(23)
=
m∑
i=1
1
ri
∇yuk
(
1
nu
e>i X
>
u y
u
k
)
(24)
=
1
nu
Xu
m∑
i=1
1
ri
ei (25)
This allows us to show that for all k, there exists ak ∈ Rm such that yuk = 1nuXuak. The proof is by induction on k. In the
base case, we initialize yu0 = 0. In the inductive case, Equation 25 shows that the update to y
u
k is linear in Xu.
The update rule for θk can then be written as:
θk+1 = θk − αθguk (26)
= θk + αθ
(
ak − 1
nu
X>u Xuθk
)
(27)
We are ready to prove the proposition. Let i 6= j. By induction on k, we will show that θk,i and ak,i do not depend on λ`j or
λuj . In the base case, the initialization is θ0 = a0 = 0. In the inductive case, by Equation 27, the property holds for θk+1,i
provided that it holds for θk,i and ak,i. Considering ak, note that ak+1,i − ak,i = 1/ri, and from Equation 20 we see that ri
does not depend on λ`j or λ
u
j .
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Having shown that θk,i does not depend on λ`j or λ
u
j , we complete the proof by writing ck,i in terms of θk,i:
ck,i =
λ`i
e>i (
1
n`
X>` y`)
θk,i (28)
